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OBIECTIVES:

t

. -: a:quaint students with the significance of thalis on Diwali.

. -3 :-ake them aware about the importance of decoration in our homes on diwali

. To motivate them to decorate the thalis using their different ideas.

. To nurture and augment the students creativity and their presentation skills.

o To provide a platform to the students to exibit their talent and creativity.

DESCRIPTION:
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Diwalifills lights to our homes and hearts.

In order to apprise the students about the significance of decorating Thalis to mark the occasion of our

festival of light- Diwali, a:lactivity'Thali Decoration'was conducted. They were asked to decorate

Thalis. They were also motivated to embrace the Thalis with bright and beautiful colours. They used

thali, flowers, diyas and other decorative material .Some students used small idols of Goddess Lakshmi

and Lord Ganesh in their Thalis. Various styles were used by the students to make the creative and

beautiful thalis. The use of thali on the occasion of Diwali was explained to the students. The activity

provided the students a platform to showcase their creativity and innovative designs that ensured their

holistic development. All the students were appreciated for their commendable efforts. The students

got an excellent experience to showcase their creativity, Best five thalis were selected from each class

and the final winners were chosen after assessment of the activity on the basis of constructivism,

creativity and competence. The activity was thoroughly enjoyed by everyone. The activity catered to

J

the moral, social and aesthetic domains of the learners,
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